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Introduction and Purpose of the Study
I would like to explore John Wesley’s understanding of Christian perfection. I am a Methodist, but I never heard about this idea until I took Dr. Farmer’s Church History II class, where I wrote a short analytical essay on a passage in which Wesley discusses the idea. I would like to know more about Wesley’s idea so that I might better understand my own heritage and because I think Christians today should give a hearing to this idea, which is just as relevant today as it was in the eighteenth century.

Statement of the Problem
I would like to know more about how Wesley defended his idea of Christian perfection on the basis of Scripture. Texts like Romans 7, where Paul talks about doing the things he does not want to do, would seem to contradict the notion that Christians can attain a state of perfection in this life. My plan is to delve into some of Wesley’s biblical commentaries on the Pauline epistles in order to see how he handles those texts that would seem to jeopardize his idea of Christian perfection.

Approaching the Problem
I plan to present the findings of my research in a formal research paper. Fortunately, all of Wesley’s biblical commentaries are in the public domain and are available online. I have already consulted some secondary literature, but I will need to consult more. My plan is to devote the first half of the semester to reading (primary and secondary sources), organizing my thoughts, and formulating my thesis. Over Spring Break I plan to draft a detailed outline of the paper. Then over the course of the three weeks subsequent to Spring Break I will compose my first draft. Next, I will submit my draft to my mentor, who will give me feedback. For the remainder of the semester, I will try to incorporate his feedback into my final draft, while making other tweaks and adjustments as necessary. My ultimate hope is to take a 499C course in Spring 2015 and present this paper at the Stone-Campbell Journal Conference during that semester.

Preliminary Review of the Literature
A helpful introduction to the doctrine of Christian perfection, but it does not discuss Wesley’s biblical commentaries.

A very good account of Wesley’s approach to biblical interpretation, but it does not talk about how Wesley supported his understanding of Christian perfection on the basis of Paul.

He does discuss Wesley’s understanding of Christian perfection, but like Berghdorfer, he does not have much to say about how Wesley supports that notion from the Bible.

This book contains a chapter on Christian perfection that mentions that Wesley believed that this idea was compatible with Paul’s theology. Although the author does not elaborate on this point, there are several footnotes in this chapter that list some books and articles that appear to be relevant to my project.